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Abstract: Fire and explosion are the main accidents in gas stations, which result in serious casualties and property losses. 

According to the characteristics of fire and explosion accidents in gas stations, the gasoline and diesel storage tanks are 

selected in combination with practical cases. By using quantitative risk analysis method, the risk of fire and explosion 

accidents in gas stations is analyzed, and the range of fire reported injury in storage tank area is obtained. Besides, personal 

risk and social risk of gas stations are calculated. The measures to prevent and control fire and explosion accidents in gas 

stations are put forward, which provide technical references for preventing fire and explosion accidents in gas stations. 

Keywords: Quantitative Risk Analysis; Personal risk; Social risk. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of economy and society, the use of automobile is increasing year by year. Gas stations spread all 

over the whole society as a supplementary station of providing service for automobile and retailing gasoline and oil, The risk of 

fire and explosion in gas stations is very high because the petroleum commodities sold in the gas stations are flammable and 

explosive and volatile as well as easy to leak and easy to gather static charge
[1]

.The author makes statistical analysis of gas 

station accidents happened in 119 stations and find out that the main accidents are explosion caused by fire, oil and gas 

poisoning, electrical accidents and etc. among which explosion cases caused by fire accounts for 92 with 329 casualties taking 

77% proportion of the total accidents. Therefore, making risk assessment on fire and explosion in the gas stations has very 

important guiding significance and reference value for scientifically preventing and controlling the risk of fire and explosion in 

gas stations. 

Researchers mainly uses the method of safety inspection table and studies the danger maneuverability to analyze and 

applying the path chemical risk index to conduct the qualitative analysis
 [2]

. The qualitative research mainly focuses on the 

method of safety inspection table and the pre-risk analysis evaluation to carry out the risk assessment of the gas stations 
[3]

. And 

the method of accident tree analysis is utilized to analyze the risk of fire and explosion accidents in gas stations. In addition, the 

pool fire mathematical model and vapor cloud explosion mathematical model are also adopted. The range of fire and explosion 

hazard zone in oil tank area is calculated 
[4] [5]

, and the risk of fire explosion accidents in gas stations is analyzed by using 

improved Bayesian network 
[6]

. The improvement measures are put forward to prevent fire and explosion accident in gas 

stations combined with catastrophe theory 
[7]

. All of above research provides a good scientific foundation of quantitative risk 

analysis about fire and explosion accident in gas stations. 

This paper is based on the risk analysis research of gas stations and applies the method of quantitative risk analysis (QRA) 

to analyze the risk of fire and explosion in gas stations with the calculation of personal risk and social risk in order to provide 

technical support so as to improve the safety management level of gas stations. 
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II. QRA RISK ASSESSMENT METHOD ROR GAS STATION 

QRA is a quantitative calculation of the frequency and consequence of an accident, by which the risk of fire and explosion 

caused by the dangerous source in the storage area of tanks in the gas station is calculated. Besides, the overall personal risk and 

social risk of the enterprise is obtained. According to the personal risk allowance standard and the social risk tolerance standard, 

the acceptable degree of risk for a gas station of the enterprise is determined. Then, the evaluation method used to assess the risk 

reduction measures is put forward. 

A. QRA of gas stations  damage range calculation 

The thermal radiation effect model proposed by Petersen’s is used to calculate because the accident in the storage area of 

gas stations is mainly the pool fire, which causes the main harm of thermal radiation from the flame. The damage caused by 

thermal radiation to the human body is mainly expressed in different degrees of injuries due to different heat radiat ion fluxes. 

There are three kinds of injury radius which are first-degree burns (i.e. minor injury), second-degree burns (i.e. serious injury), 

and death radius
 [8].

 The influence of thermal radiation on buildings depends directly on the magnitude of thermal radiation 

intensity and the duration of action. The heat flux of wood ignition is taken as the heat flux of building damage. Table 1 shows 

the damage to the human bodies and the damage to the surrounding facilities caused by different thermal radiation values. 

TABLE 1 Damage to the surroundings caused by different thermal radiation values 

Heat radiation flux（KW/m
2） Category of human injury 

Category of Damage to the 

surrounding facilities 

37.5 

100% of the people died within a 

minute, and 1% of the people died 

within 10 seconds. 

Damage to surrounding equipment. 

25.0 

100% of the people died within 1 

minute, and severe burns within 10 

seconds. 

Without fire, unlimited long-term 

exposure to light the minimum 

energy of the wood. 

12.5 

10% of the people died within 1 

minute, and first-degree burns within 

10 seconds. 

Wood is ignited, and the minimum 

energy of the plastic tube melts 

4.0 
More than 20 seconds will cause pain, 

but not blister 
 

1.6 
Long-term contact will not be 

uncomfortable. 
 

 

Radius of death: The probability of human death is 0.5 or radius of death is the horizontal distance between the location of 

the human body/group and the center of the fireball when 50% of the people are dead. 

Radius of serious injury: It means that the probability of getting second-degree burn is 0.5, or radius of serious injury is 

the horizontal distance between the location of the human body and the fireball center when 50% of people suffer from second-

degree burns. 

Radius of minor injury: It means that the probability of getting first-degree burn is 0.5, or radius of minor injury is the 

horizontal distance between the location of the human body and the fireball center when there is 50% of people suffering from 

first-degree burns. 

The death rate of exposed human body: 

)ln(56.238.36 3/4tqPr 
                                                        （1） 

The death rate of clothing protection (20% exposed human body): 

The rate of second-degree burn: )ln(0188.314.43 3/4tqPr                                   （2） 

The rate of first-degree burn: )ln(0186.383.39 3/4tqPr                                       （3） 
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In the formula: Q is the heat flux received by the human body (W/m2);  

T is the time(s) of exposure to thermal radiation; 

Pr is the probability of human injury in the formula. 

Compared with the exposed human body, the actual thermal radiation received by the human body with clothing is reduced 

due to the protective effects. The actual thermal radiation received by the human body is as follows: 

（4） 

In the formula, β is the heat recovery of the body with clothing protection, which is usually 0.4. 

B. Quantitative calculation of personal risk at gas stations  

For any tank hazard source in the gas station area, the personal risk generated by the source at a certain geographical 

coordinates of space in the area may be calculated by formula 5: 
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i ),(),(                                （5） 

In the formula, R(x,y) is the personal risk caused by the major hazard source located at （x,y）. Fs is the original frequency 

of fire and explosion of the number s storage tank. Pw is the meteorological probability. Pi is the probability of the occurrence 

of the first accident scenario while Vi(x,y) is the probability of individual death in the location （x,y）where the number i 

accident occurs. S is the total number of the storage tank causing accidents. W is the number of meteorological conditions and I 

is the number of accident scenarios. 

The calculation of personal risk is realized by meshing method. The point of equal value of personal risk is connected to get 

the personal risk contour line. 

Individual risk tolerance criteria (LSIR) indicate whether the target population near the risk source can be exposed above 

the certain risk level. The upper and lower limits of allowable risk are usually given. The upper limit is an allowable benchmark. 

The risk value is higher than the allowable benchmark must be rectified while the lower limit is a negligible baseline because if 

the risk value is below the negligible benchmark, there is no need of any improvement but to accept the risk. If the risk value is 

somewhere between the two limits, it can be improved according to the priority of events. The criteria of individual risk 

tolerance is mainly based on the degree of aggregation of target population, sensitivity to risk, possibility of exposure, difficulty 

of evacuation and so on. The acceptable risk of different target population is different. 

This study combines the personal risk standards of "Interim Regulations on Supervision and Administration of Major 

Hazardous Sources of Hazardous Chemicals" (decree No. 40 of the General Administration of Safety Supervision and 

Supervision) and the relevant risk standards abroad suggesting that the allowable standards of personal risks should be as shown 

in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 The Allowable Standards of Personal Risks 

Protective Goal 

The Allowable Standards of Personal Risks 

(Probability value) 

new plant（yearly）≤ in-service (yearly)≤ 

Low-density personnel (number of people <30) 1×10-5 3×10-5 

High-density residential area（30 ≤ number of people＜100）: 

Residential areas, Hotels, Resort, etc. 

Public gatherings of high-density areas（30≤ number of 

people＜100）：office, Shopping mall, restaurant, entertainment 

venues 

3×10-6 1×10-5 

 qqc 
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High-sensitive area: school, hospital, kindergarten, Nursing home, 

prison, etc. 

Important goal: Military restricted area, Military area, Cultural 

relics protection unit, etc. 

Special high-density area (number of people ≥100)：stadium, 

Transportation hub, Open market, Residential areas, Hotels, Resort, 

office, Shopping mall, restaurant, entertainment venues, etc. 

3×10-7 3×10-6 

 

C. Quantitative calculation of social risk at gas stations  

Social risk refers to the cumulative frequency of accidents that can cause deaths greater than or equal to N, or the number 

of deaths per unit time (usually years). It is usually expressed by the social risk curve (F-N curve). The accumulative frequency 

of social risk caused by the fire and explosion accidents in the tank storage area of gas stations can be calculated by formula 6: 
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,                    （6） 

In the formula, FN is the cumulative frequency of death more than N persons. Fs is the original frequency of the number n 

tank accident. Pw is the probability of meteorological condition. Pi is the probability of the occurrence of the number i accident 

scenario. S is the number of tank accidents. W is the number of meteorological conditions. I is the number of accident scenarios. 

N represents the number of deaths. 

Taking the calculated cumulative frequency represented by FN and the number of deaths represented by N as curves, the 

social risk, which is F-N curve, of risk sources can be obtained. As shown in figure 1. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 1  Social acceptable risk standard chart 

The acceptable social risk standard adopts the ALARP (As Low as Reasonable Practice) principle as the acceptable 

principle. The ALARP principle divides the risk into three areas by using two risk demarcation lines, namely the inadmissibility 

area, the minimized area (ALARP) and the permissible area. 

① If the social risk curve falls in the impermissible zone, the risk may not be accepted in any event except for exceptional 

circumstances. 

② If the risk is at a very low level in the allowable area, the risk is acceptable and no safety improvement measures are 

required. 

③ If it falls in the minimized area, it means the risk need to be minimized, i.e., options for risk management measures are 

analyzed in order to decide whether or not to take them. 
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Through the quantitative risk analysis on social risk of gas stations, the social risk caused by fire and explosion accidents in 

gas stations should meet the requirements of the allowable social risk standard showing in Figure1. 

III. EVALUATION CASES STUDIES 

A. Enterprise profile  

A gas station which was built in1963 in Beijing is taken as the case. The gas station facing south stretches Huosha Road to 

the north and reaches south to Yu’an Road where Landscape Fashion Hotel and Blue Mountain KTV are situated eastward. To 

its south, there is Liwu Commercial Center and Super 8 Hotel and an Automobile Service Company (located in a place of spark-

emission) can be found in the west side. A carwash is in the northwest side and shops for tobacco tea, tire repair and car wash 

can be seen northeast. The gas station has a transformer in the west, overhead electric lines in the north and overhead 

communication cables in the east. The storage tank area in the gas station consist of 5 underground horizontal oil storage tanks 

sized 30  , including two petrol tanks, 1 diesel tank and 2 oil storage tanks deactivated. A total of 90  of oil can be stored, a 

reduced total volume of 75. A manhole cap with operating wells designed upside is arranged at the top of the oil storage tank, a 

ventilator is installed inside the storage area and the buried gasoline tank is equipped with vapor recovery facility for unloading 

gasoline and HAN barrier explosion-proof device. The gas station is divided into storage area, station house area and refueling 

area. Amid it, station houses are located, where there is the refueling area in the north, the storage area in the west and scrapped 

station houses in the east. The station is equipped with 1 oil tanker shed, 1 station house, 12 refueling machines and 5 buried 

horizontal oil storage tanks. And the storage area is provided with oil discharging points and ventilation tubes required for the 

gas station. The distance from the storage area to the facilities nearby is shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3: The distance from the storage area of the gas station 

Position Name 
distance（m） 

（oil storage tank） 

distance（m） 

（diesel tank） 

North Huosha Road 60 74 

East Yu’an Road 70 70 

south Liwu Commercial Center 29 14 

west Automobile Service Company 25 25 

East Hotel, KTV 70 70 

Northwest Car Wash Company 47 47 

Northeast Bungalow 30 30 

Northwest Transformer 55 55 

B. Qualitative Risk Assessment 

Considering the high-risk accidents and the worst consequences entailed by the early construction of gas station and the 

aging of storage tank process, Qualitative Risk Assessment software developed by China Academy of Safety Science and 

Technology (CASST-QRA) is used in the study for calculating the individual and social risk in fire and explosion of storage 

tanks in the gas station. A comparison is made between the outcomes and risk standard, evaluation conclusions are obtained and 

relevant countermeasures to reduce the risk are proposed. 

(1) Calculation of damaged sphere 

The results from the fire and explosion induced by dangerous sources in the gas station are calculated by CASST-QRA 

software, as shown in Table 4. 

As indicated in the output results analysis, the worst hazards will be made upon the gasoline rupture or wholly-cracked 

containers of the gasoline stank occur. Within a range of 17 meters centering on the tank, people will die; within 20 meters, it 

will be severely wounded; within 29 meters, injuries will be caused marginally. The gas station itself is defined as the death 

zone; serious and slight injury will happen in roads in the vicinity of the gas station as well as its western and southern side. 

Meanwhile, certain risks can be found in off-site companies close to the storage tank. Taking the case for an automobile service 

company merely 25 meters far away from the gasoline tank, the company will be affected upon explosion arising from gas leak 
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in case of fire. And a six-story commercial center only 14 meters away from the diesel tank will be influenced in the event of 

explosion. 

TABLE 4：Analysis of the Consequences of a Tank Fire and Explosion Accident 

Hazard Leakage mode 
Disaster 

mode 

death radius 

(m) 

Serious radius 

(m) 

Minor radius 

(m) 

gas station: oil storage tank Pipeline rupture Pool fire 17 20 29 

gas station: oil storage tank Container collapse Pool fire 17 20 29 

gas station: diesel tank Container collapse Pool fire 5 9 13 

gas station: diesel tank Pipeline rupture Pool fire 5 9 13 
 

(2) Individual risk assessment 

The calculation of personal risk as well as the tracing and drawing of the isoclines can be completed automatically after 

inputting the data as needed into CASST-QRA. Through importing the map and inputting the relevant data of the major hazard 

source in the factory area, the personal risk equivalent curve output is shown in Figure 2: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2   Personal risk equivalent curve 

 
In accordance with the relevant provisions in Decree 13 issued by State Administration of Work Safety in 2014, namely 

Individual Acceptable and Socially Acceptable Risk Standards for the Production of Hazardous Chemicals and Storage Device 

(Trial), referring to Table 2, the individual acceptable risk probability standard for an in-service device in a low-density personal 

risk site is 3×10
-5

. Combining with the area circled in red in the Figure 2 (the tank area and adjacent roads in the station 

included, not involved in surrounding residential buildings, with a population of less than 30 persons), the output size of 

individual risk is 1×10
-5

 lower than the standard probability value. Consequently, the personal risk of the gas station is 

acceptable. 

(3) Social risk assessment 

In the social risk assessment of the gas station, the calculation is made by CASST-QRA software after importing the map 

and inputting the relevant data of the storage tank in the factory area. The individual risk is combined with the population 

density around the enterprise, and the social risk curve of the enterprise, namely F-N curve, is drawn. It is calculated for the 

purpose of finding the potential possibility and hazard rating of heavy accidents caused by explosion of storage tank in gas 

station, so to speak, the possibility of an accident in which more than N people die. Inputting the distribution of the surrounding 

population into the software, the social risk is calculated and the social risk curve of the gas station area is created (Figure 3). 
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Based on the line chart exported by the software, no social risk in the gas station is found after analysis and contrast. For 

the off-site risk curve, its social risk curve mostly falls in the acceptable zone, as a manifestation of low-level risk and 

acceptability. As indicated in Figure 3, it is also partially distributed in “minimized area” and turns out certain social risks in the 

gas station. It explains that in some cases, risks shall be minimized, namely to analyze measures to manage various risks before 

the determination of these measures to be adopted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3   Social Risk of the Gas Station 

D. Evaluation results 

In conclusion, the personal risk of fire and explosion in gas storage tanks is acceptable, but the social risk shall be 

controlled by necessary measures. Once a gasoline and diesel tank explodes, the six-story commercial center on the southern 

side will not be exempted, so an additional blast wall is suggested to add between the gas station and the commercial center. At 

the same time, the auto service company located in the west makes a direct impact on the safety of the gas station in the public 

fire operation and it is recommended to remove for the elimination of hidden dangers and the reduction of social risk. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Based on the statistical analysis of 119 gas station accidents in the past three decades, aiming at the frequent fire and 

explosion accidents in gas stations, the storage area of the gas stations is selected for study. QRA is used for the assessment of 

risks both individually and socially in the gas station and the following conclusions are drawn. 

 CASST-QRA software is applied in the simulation of the worst accident occurring in the area where tanks are stored, 

Casualties radius is obtained and both personal and social risks are output. The radius of casualties, serious injury and minor 

wound triggered by fire and explosion of gasoline tanks is separately 17m, 20m and 29m, compared to that of diesel tank is 

respectively 5m, 9m and 13m. Albeit the calculated personal risks within accepted limits, it is still certain social risks. Blast 

walls are suggested to add between the gas station and the commercial center and the auto service company is recommended to 

remove in terms of social risk assessment, thus alleviating and lowering down the social risks of gas station essentially.  

The utilization of CASST-QRA software in the quantitative risk evaluation of gas station facilitates the operation, decreases 

human error and makes the calculation result more accurate. On the basis of quantitative risk assessment, additionally, CASST-

QRA helps to output personal and social risks and judge the acceptability of risks. In case of unacceptable risks, effective 

measures can be taken to lower the risks to an acceptable scope, and the methods are scientific and practical to a certain extent. 
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